Tools for Cloud Infrastructure: Build & Release
With source code management tools like Git, we can easily version the code and
retrieve the same bits we saved in the past. This saves a lot of time and helps
developers automate most of the non-coding activities, like creating automated
builds, running tests, etc. Extending the same analogy to infrastructure would allow
us to create a reproducible deployment environment, which is referred to
as Infrastructure as a Code.
Infrastructure as a Code helps us create a near production-like environment
for development, staging, etc. With some tooling around them, we can also the
create same environments on different cloud providers.
By combining Infrastructure as a Code with versioned software, we are
guaranteed to have a re-producible build and release environment every time. In
this chapter we will take a look into two such tools: Terraform and BOSH.

Introduction to Terraform
Terraform is a tool that allows us to define the infrastructure as code. This helps us deploy
the same infrastructure on VMs, bare metal or cloud. It helps us treat the infrastructure as
software. The configuration files can be written in HCL (HashiCorp Configuration
Language).

Terraform Providers
Physical machines, VMs, network switches, containers, etc. are treated as
resources, which are exposed by providers.
A provider is responsible for understanding API interactions and exposing resources,
which makes Terraform agnostic to the underlying platforms. A custom provider can
be created through plugins.
Terraform has providers in different stacks:


IaaS: AWS, DigitalOcean, GCE, OpenStack, etc.



PaaS: Heroku, CloudFoundry, etc.



SaaS: Atlas, DNSimple, etc.

Features
According to the Terraform website, it has following "key features:


Infrastructure as Code: Infrastructure is described using a high-level
configuration syntax. This allows a blueprint of your datacenter to be
versioned and treated as you would any other code. Additionally,
infrastructure can be shared and re-used.



Execution Plans: Terraform has a "planning" step where it generates
an execution plan. The execution plan shows what Terraform will do when
you call apply. This lets you avoid any surprises when Terraform
manipulates infrastructure.



Resource Graph: Terraform builds a graph of all your resources, and
parallelizes the creation and modification of any non-dependent resources.
Because of this, Terraform builds infrastructure as efficiently as possible,
and operators get insight into dependencies in their infrastructure.



Change Automation: Complex changesets can be applied to your
infrastructure with minimal human interaction. With the previously
mentioned execution plan and resource graph, you know exactly what
Terraform will change and in what order, avoiding many possible human
errors."

Benefits of Using Terraform
Some of the benefits of using Terraform are:


It allows to build, change, and version infrastructure in a safe and
efficient manner.



It can manage existing, as well as customized service providers. It is
agnostic to underlying providers.



It can manage a single application or an entire datacenter.



It is a flexible abstraction of resources.
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Introduction to BOSH
According to bosh.io,
"BOSH is an open source tool for release engineering, deployment, lifecycle
management, and monitoring of distributed systems."
BOSH was primarily developed to deploy the Cloud Foundry PaaS, but it can
deploy other software as well (e.g. Hadoop). BOSH supports multiple Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) providers. BOSH creates VMs on top of IaaS, configures them
to suit the requirements, and then deploys the applications on them.
Supported IaaS providers for BOSH are:


Amazon Web Services EC2



OpenStack



VMware vSphere



vCloud Director.

With Cloud Provider Interface (CPI), BOSH supports additional IaaS providers
such as Google Compute Engine and Apache CloudStack.

Key Concepts
Some of the key concepts around BOSH are detailed next:
 Stemcell
A Stemcell is a versioned, IaaS-specific, Operating System image with some preinstalled utilities (e.g. BOSH Agent). Stemcells do not contain any applicationspecific code. The BOSH team is in charge of releasing stemcells, which are
listed here.
 Release
A Release is placed on top of a Stemcell, and consists of a versioned collection
of configuration properties, templates, scripts, source code, etc., to build and
deploy software.
 Deployment
A Deployment is a collection of VMs which are built from Stemcells,
populated with specific Releases on top of them and having disks to keep
persistent data.

 BOSH Director
The BOSH Director is the orchestrator component of BOSH, which controls the
VM creation and deployment. It also controls software and service lifecycle
events. We need to upload Stemcells, Releases and Deployment manifest files to
the Director. The Director processes the manifest file and does the deployment.

Sample Deployment
Next, we will reproduce an example of a sample deployment manifest from
the BOSH website. This sample deployment manifest must be then uploaded to the BOSH
Director:
name: my-redis-deployment

director_uuid: cf8dc1fc-9c42-4ffc-96f1-fbad983a6ce6

releases:
- {name: redis, version: 12}

networks:
- name: default
type: manual
subnets:
- range:

10.10.0.0/24

gateway:

10.10.0.1

dns:

[10.10.0.2]

reserved: [10.10.0.2-10.10.0.10]
cloud_properties: {subnet: subnet-9be6c3f7}

resource_pools:

- name: redis-servers
network: default
stemcell:
name: bosh-aws-xen-ubuntu-trusty-go_agent
version: 2708
cloud_properties:
instance_type: m1.small
availability_zone: us-east-1c

compilation:
workers: 2
network: default
cloud_properties:
instance_type: m1.small
availability_zone: us-east-1c

update:
canaries: 1
max_in_flight: 10
update_watch_time: 1000-30000
canary_watch_time: 1000-30000

jobs:
- name: redis-master
instances: 1

templates:
- {name: redis-server, release: redis}
persistent_disk: 10_240
resource_pool: redis-servers
networks:
- name: default

- name: redis-slave
instances: 2
templates:
- {name: redis-server, release: redis}
persistent_disk: 10_240
resource_pool: redis-servers
networks:
- name: default

Benefits of Using BOSH
Some of the benefits of using BOSH are:
 It is an Open Source tool "for release engineering, deployment, lifecycle
management, and monitoring of distributed systems" (bosh.io).
 It supports IaaS providers like AWS, OpenStack, VMware vSphere, Google
Compute Engine, etc.
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Tools for Cloud Infrastructure: Key-Value Pair Store
While building any distributed and dynamically-scalable environment, we need an
endpoint which is a single point of truth. For example, we need such an endpoint if
we want each node in a distributed environment to look up for some value before
doing an operation. For such cases, all the nodes can reach out to a central location
and get the value of a given variable/key.
As the name suggests, the Key-Value Pair Storage provides the functionality to
store or retrieve the value of a key. Most of the Key Value stores provide REST APIs
to do operations like GET, PUT, DELETE etc., which helps when doing all the
operations over HTTP. Some examples of Key-Valuestores are:
etcd
 Consul.


Introduction to etcd
etcd is an Open Source distributed key-value pair storage, which is based on the Raft
consensus algorithm. It was started by CoreOS and it is written in Go.

Features
etcd can be configured to run standalone or in a cluster. In a cluster mode, it can
gracefully handle the master election during network partitions and can tolerate
machine failures, including the master.
We can also watch on a value of a key, which allows us to do certain operations
based on the value change.
It is currently being used in many projects
like Kubernetes, Fleet, Locksmith, vulcand.

Use Cases
Some of the cases in which etcd is used are:
Store connections, configuration and other settings
 Service Discovery in conjunction with tools like skyDNS.


Benefits of Using etcd
Some of the benefits of using etcd are:






It is an Open Source distributed key-value pair storage.
It provides reliable data storage across a cluster of machines.
It is easy to deploy, setup, and use.
It provides seamless cluster management across a distributed
system.
It is secure and offers very good documentation.
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Introduction to Consul
Consul is a distributed, highly-available system which can be used for service
discovery and configuration.
Other than providing a distributed key-value store, it also provides features like:
Service discovery in conjunction with DNS or HTTP
 Health checks for services and nodes
 Multi-datacenter support.


Consul can be configured on a single node or on multi-nodes, which is
recommended. Consul is built on top of Serf, which provides membership, failure
detection, and event broadcast. Consul also uses the Raft consensus algorithm for
leadership election and consistency.

Use Cases
Some of the cases in which Consul is used are:
Store connections, configuration and other settings
 Service discovery in conjunction with DNS or HTTP.


Benefits of Using Consul
Some of the benefits of using Consul are:
It is a distributed, highly-available system which can be used for
service discovery and configuration.
 It provides health checks for services and nodes.
 It provides out-of-the-box native multi-datacenter support.
 It implements embedded service discovery.
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Tools for Cloud Infrastructure: Image Building
In an immutable infrastructure environment we prefer to replace an existing service
with a new one, to fix any problems/bugs or to perform an update.
To start a new service or replace an older service with a new one, we need the
image from which the service can be started. These images should be created in an
automated fashion. In this section, we will take a look into the creation
of Docker images and VM images for different cloud platforms using Packer.

Dockerfiles
We can create a custom Docker image by starting a container from the base image
and, after making the required changes (e.g. installing the software), commit it to
persistent storage. This is not a scalable and efficient solution.
Docker has a feature by which it can read the instructions from a file and then
generate the requested image. Internally, it creates a container after each instruction
and then commits it to persistent storage. The file with instructions is referred to as
a Dockerfile. Below you can see a sample Dockerfile:
FROM fedora
MAINTAINER Neependra Khare <neependra.khare@gmail.com>
RUN dnf -y update && dnf clean all
RUN dnf -y install nginx && dnf clean all

RUN echo "daemon off;" >> /etc/nginx/nginx.conf
RUN echo "nginx on Fedora" > /usr/share/nginx/html/index.html

EXPOSE 80

CMD [ "/usr/sbin/nginx" ]
`
FROM, MAINTAINER, RUN, EXPOSE, CMD are different kinds of instructions which are
followed by arguments. The instructions are well documented in the Docker
Documentation.

Demo
You may have noticed that we always start with a base image when creating an
image from Dockerfile. Someone has to build those images for the first time. There
are tools like Debootstrap or supermin which can help you build base images.
The Docker GitHub source code repository also has helper scripts to create base
images.
In the following video we will see how we can create a custom image
from Dockerfile.
https://youtu.be/h3QZCSXrhmg
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Introduction to Packer
Packer from Hashicorp is an Open Source tool for creating virtual images from a
configuration file for different platforms.
Below is a sample configuration file:
{
"variables": {
"aws_access_key": "abc",
"aws_secret_key": "xyz",
"atlas_token": "123"
},
"builders": [{
"type": "amazon-ebs",
"access_key": "{{user `aws_access_key`}}",
"secret_key": "{{user `aws_secret_key`}}",
"region": "us-west-2",
"source_ami": "ami-9abea4fb",
"instance_type": "t2.micro",
"ssh_username": "ubuntu",
"ami_name": "packer-example {{timestamp}}"
}, {
"type": "googlecompute",
"account_file": "user.json",
"project_id": "useapp",
"source_image": "ubuntu-1404-trusty-v20160114e",

"zone": "us-central1-a",
"image_name": "myimage"
}],
"provisioners": [{
"type": "shell",
"inline": [
"sleep 30",
"#!/bin/bash",
"sudo apt-get -y update",
"sudo apt-get -y install apache2",
.....
.....
]
}],
"post-processors": [{
"type": "atlas",
"only": ["amazon-ebs"],
"token": "{{user `atlas_token`}}",
"artifact": "user/stack",
"artifact_type": "amazon.image",
"metadata": {
"created_at": "{{timestamp}}"
}
}, {

"type": "atlas",
"only": ["googlecompute"],
"token": "{{user `atlas_token`}}",
"artifact": "user/stack",
"artifact_type": "googlecompute.image",
"metadata": {
"created_at": "{{timestamp}}"
}
}]
}

Steps to Create Virtual Images
In general, creating virtual images requires the following three steps:
Building the base image
This is defined under the builders section of the configuration
file. Packer supports the following platforms: Amazon
EC2(AMI), DigitalOcean, Docker, Google Compute
Engine, OpenStack, Parallels (PVM), QEMU, VirtualBox (OVF),
and VMware (VMX).
Other platforms can be added via plugins.
In the example we provided we have created images for Amazon
EC2 and Google Compute Engine.
 Provision the base image to do configuration
Once we built a base image, we can then provision it to do further configuration
changes, install software, etc. Packer supports different provisioners
like Shell, Ansible, Puppet, Chef, etc. In the example provided, we are doing
provisioning with Shell.
 Perform post build operations
In the post operations we can copy/move the resulted image to a central
repository, create a Vagrant box, etc. In the example we provided, we are
pushing the resulted image to Atlas.


Demo
Generating an Image from a Configuration File Using Packer
https://youtu.be/MkFUlPuuxcs

Benefits for Using Packer
Some of the benefits for using Packer are:






It is an Open Source tool for creating virtual images from a configuration file
for different platforms.
It is easy to use.
It automates the creation of images.
It provides an extremely fast infrastructure deployment, from which both
development and production are benefiting.
It offers multi-provider portability.
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Tools for Cloud Infrastructure: Debugging, Logging
and Monitoring for Containerized Applications
When we experience problems in Development or Production, we resort
to debugging, logging and monitoring tools to find the root cause of the problem.
Some of the tools which we should be familiar with are:








strace
SAR (System Activity Reporter)
tcpdump
GDB (GNU Project Debugger)
syslog
Nagios
Zabbix.

We can use the same tools on bare metal and VMs, but containers bring interesting
challenges:
Containers are ephemeral, so, when they die, all the metadata (e.g. logs) gets
deleted as well, unless we store them in some other location.
 Containers do not have kernel space components.
 We want to have a container's footprint as low as possible. Installing
debugging and monitoring tools increases the footprint size.
 Collecting per container statistics, debugging information individually and then
analyzing data from multiple containers is a tedious process.


It would be helpful to do debugging, logging and monitoring via external tools,
instead of collecting them from individual containers. We can do this because each
container runs as a process on the Host OS, which has complete control of that
process. Once we have collected the data from all the containers which are running
on a system or in a cluster like Kubernetes or Swarm, we can do a logical mapping
and get a system/cluster wide view.
Below are some of the tools which we can use for containerized applications:
Debugging: Docker CLI, Sysdig
 Logging: Docker CLI, Docker Logging Driver
 Monitoring: Docker
CLI, Sysdig, cAdvisor/Heapster, Prometheus, Datadog, New Relic.


Native Docker Features for Debugging
Docker has some built-in command line options which can help with Debugging,
Logging and Monitoring:
Debugging:
- docker inspect
- docker logs
 Logging:
- docker logs
- Docker Logging Drivers - With the logging driver we can choose
a Docker daemon wide or per container logging policy. Depending on the
policy, Docker forwards the logs to the corresponding
drivers. Docker supports the following
drivers: jsonfile, syslog, journald, gelf(Graylog Extended Log Format), flue
ntd, awslogs, splunk. Once the logs are saved in a central location, we can
use the respective tools to get the insights.




Monitoring:
- docker stats
- docker top.

Introduction to Sysdig
Sysdig is an Open Source tool which captures low-level system information from the
running Linux instance. According to sysdig.org, sysdig is
"strace + tcpdump + htop + iftop + lsof + awesome sauce".
The collected information can be saved, on which we can then apply filters and do
further analysis.
It is the general purpose tool for Linux, but it offers native support for containers. It is
scriptable in Lua and includes a command line interface and a powerful interactive
UI, csysdig, that runs on the terminal.
Sysdig inserts a kernel module inside the running Linux kernel, from which it can
capture system calls and OS events. This allows it to have rich feature sets.

What Sysdig Can Do from the Command Line
(Examples)
Next we provide some examples that give you an idea of what sysdig can do from
the command line:
See the top processes in terms of network bandwidth usage:
$ sudo sysdig -c topprocs_net
View the CPU usage of the processes running inside the apache container:
$ sudo sysdig -pc -c topprocs_cpu container.name=apache

View the top files in terms of I/O bytes inside the apache container:
sudo sysdig -pc -c topfiles_bytes container.name=apache

Show the directories that the user "root" visits:

$ sudo sysdig -p"%evt.arg.path" "evt.type=chdir and
user.name=root"

You can find more examples in the documentation.

Features
Sysdig also offers a paid solution called Sysdig Cloud, which allows systems to
directly upload the collected information to the cloud. To enable collection and
upload, we need to install and enable an agent on each of the nodes. Sysdig has
native support to many applications, infrastructure and container technologies:






Docker
Kubernetes
Mesos
AWS
Google Cloud Platform.

Once the Sysdig Agent starts sending data on the Sysdig Cloud, we can do:
Real time monitoring
 Historial replay
 Dynamic topology creation
 Intelligent alerting.


Benefits of Sysdig
Some of the benefits of sysdig are:







It is an Open Source tool which captures low-level system
information from the running Linux instance.
It is the general purpose tool for Linux.
It offers native support for containers.
It is easy to install and use.
It is built to run in production, minimizing performance overhead
and the risk of crashes.
It is flexible and can be extended with Lua scripts.
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Introduction to cAdvisor
cAdvisor (Container Advisor) is an Open Source tool to collect resource usage and
performance characteristics for the host system and running containers. It collects,
aggregates, processes, and exports information about running containers. As of now, it has
native support for Docker and should also support other container runtimes out of the box.

Using cAdvisor
We can enable the cAdvisor container to start collecting statistics with the following
command:
sudo docker run \
--volume=/:/rootfs:ro \
--volume=/var/run:/var/run:rw \
--volume=/sys:/sys:ro \
--volume=/var/lib/docker/:/var/lib/docker:ro \
--publish=8080:8080 \
--detach=true \
--name=cadvisor \
google/cadvisor:latest
and point the browser to http://host_IP:8080 to get the live
statistics. cAdvisor exposes its raw and processed statistics via a versioned remote
REST API. It also supports exporting statistics for InfluxDB. cAdvisor exposes
container statistics as Prometheus metrics. Prometheus is an Open Source
community-driven system and service monitoring toolkit.

Introduction to Heapster
Heapster enables Container Cluster Monitoring and Performance Analysis. It currently
supports Kubernetes and CoreOS natively. Heapstercollects and interprets various signals,
like compute resource usage, lifecycle events, etc., and exports cluster metrics via REST
endpoints. Kubedash, a performance analytics UI for Kubernetes, uses those endpoints.

Host System Resource Usage with cAdvisor

Docker Host Specific Details with cAdvisor
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Introduction to Fluentd
Fluentd is an "open source data collector, which lets us unify the data collection and
consumption for a better use and understanding of data" (fluentd.org).
Fluentd tries to structure the data in json as much as possible. It supports more than 300
plugins to connect input sources to output sources, after doing filtering, buffering and routing.

Docker Support for Fluentd
Docker supports logging drivers and Fluentd is one of them. We can either configure the
logging driver for the Docker daemon or specify it while starting a container.

Benefits of Using Fluentd
Some of the benefits of using Fluentd are:
It is an Open Source data collector.
 It is simple, fast, and flexible.
 It is performant and developer-friendly.
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Introduction to Datadog
Datadog provides monitoring and analytics as a service for Development and OPs
teams. Some of the systems, applications and services it connects to are:






Amazon EC2
Apache
Java
MySQL
CentOS.

A detailed list of integration can be found in the documentation it provides. We need
to install an agent in the host system, which sends the data to the Datadog's server.
Once the data is sent, we can:
Build an interactive dashboard.
 Search and co-relate matrices and events.
 Share the matrices and events.
 Get alerting.


Docker Containers: Kubernetes Monitoring with
Datadog
illustrates valuable information about containers:
The number of nodes in the cluster
 The running and stopped containers
 The most resource-consuming pods
 Docker logs, etc.


Benefits of Using Datadog
Some of the benefits of using Datadog are:







It comes pre-integrated with well-known third-party applications.
It provides a seamless workflow, regardless of platform, location or language.
It configures information filtration to get only needed metrics.
It allows us to enable the system to send alerts or notifications when serious
issues arise.
It offers tools for team collaboration.
It is scalable.
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